FELLOWS SHOWCASE: BOH WAI FONG

Boh Wai Fong, is a Professor of Information Systems at Nanyang Technological University (NTU) in Singapore. She is currently the Deputy Dean of Nanyang Business School (NBS), Head of the Division of Information Technology and Operations Division, and Director of Information Management Research Centre at NBS. Her research interests are in the areas of knowledge and innovation management and social media.

#DYK
- Prof Boh, is the Senior Editor for the MIS Quarterly

#nisthreads: Prof Boh’s latest publications include:
- Trust, fast and slow: A comparison study of the trust behaviors of entrepreneurs and non-entrepreneurs
- Informational cues or content? Examining project funding decisions by crowdfunders
- Implicit Coordination and Enterprise Architecting Effectiveness
- Leniency Bias in Subjective Performance Evaluation: Contextual Uncertainty and Prior Employee Performance
- Value drivers of blockchain technology: A case study of blockchain-enabled online community
- When Three’s (Good) Company: Third-Party Friendships on Cooperation across Departments

Related videos:
- My Professor Says – Prof Boh Wai Fong
- NISTH ThinkOut: Algorithms and Social Harm

More details on our social media platforms this week:

FELLOWS IN THE MEDIA

Benjamin HORTON (Prof)
8 June 2022:
- The Straits Times Podcast: How humans are changing the oceans: Green Pulse

Sanjay Chotirmall (Assoc Prof)
4 June 2022
- Got a mould problem? Here’s what you should know to get rid of it
NISTH EVENTS

8 June 2022; 11:00 AM – 12:00 PM
NISTH ThinkOut: Climate Science Communication: The impact on Young People, was held on 8th June, 2022. If you missed it, you can now watch it on our YouTube Channel or listen to it on our Podcast.
NISTH Fellows Prof Benjamin Horton (EOS, NTU) and Asst Prof Yong MingLee (NIE, NTU) as they discussed, the current state of affairs with regards to climate change and what are the possible avenues through which information can be discussed and passed on to future generations to help them cope with the ongoing crisis.

DEADLINE EXTENDED: 2359hrs GMT+8, 15 June 2022 3 July 2022
2nd Global Digital Art Prize (GDAP)
Taking the form of a biennial competition, the NTU Global Digital Art Prize (NTU-GDAP) is where artistry, technological innovations and scientific interests collide. It recognises global artists, technologists and scientists with extraordinary creativity in digitally mediated art, design and cultural heritage. The theme for NTU-GDAP 2022 is Sustainable People, Inspiring Change. We seek creative projects at the intersections of science, technology, and art that contribute to building more equal, inclusive, and sustainable economies and societies to tackle the global challenges.
More information: Here

EVENTS WITH NISTH IAB/FELLOWS/PARTNERS

31 July – 3 Aug 2022
World Cities Summit 202; Liveable and Sustainable Cities: Emerging Stronger, is an opportune platform to share best practices and innovative solutions for our cities to be more liveable, sustainable, and resilient. Apart from our usual highlights - the Lee Kuan Yew World City Prize, WCS Mayors Forum, WCS Young Leaders Symposium and WCS Smart Cities Workshop, global, business, and thought leaders will discuss our theme through plenary sessions and tracks.
More information: Here

19 – 21 Sept 2022; 8:30 AM – 1 June 2022; 5:30 PM
2nd International Conference on Materials for Humanity (MH 22), is organised by the Materials Research Society of Singapore. The conference showcases the latest developments in materials science and engineering that will secure a sustainable future. NISTH Postdoc Dr Iuna Tsyrulneva, will be chairing the session on Sustainable Materials Development and Use, under the Materials for education and communication symposium. The symposium findings aim to serve as a basis for the development of guidelines in sustainable synthesis and in purpose- and function-driven application of materials. The participants will explore the environmentally friendly alternatives to synthesize materials and identify applications for their sustainable use. The symposium is anticipated to raise awareness about societal pressing needs aligned with SDGs and the role and potential of novel materials. Other NISTH Fellows involved are, Prof Lee Pooi See and Assoc Prof Sierin Lim, Assoc Prof Tan Lay Poh.
More Info: Here

OTHER EVENTS & OPPORTUNITIES
Global Alliance for Ethics and Impact of Artificial Intelligence (GAEIA), invites 3-4 advanced level PhD/Master level students, to join the group and work in a supported process for 8 months, from 25 Aug 2022. The students will be offered a training program in ethics and risks related to the use of technology in the financial sector and in education, while conducting research on topic in teams. The program is an extension of a program just completed with a conference at Stanford (online) on May 19, 2022. They aim for diversity, are open to high level students (PhD/Master) from various areas such as engineering, law, philosophy, anthropology or other, with interest and insight into tech and the financial sector.

More info: Here

17 - 21, October 2022; 9:00 AM – 10:00 AM (SGT)
IEEE International Symposium on Mixed and Augmented Reality (ISMAR) is the premier conference for Augmented Reality, Mixed Reality, and Virtual Reality. Every year, ISMAR attracts a large number of world leading researchers from both academia and industry. First time in Southeast Asia, the 21st ISMAR will be held here in Singapore.

For more info, please contact Prof Yiyu Cai
Conference website: Here

mail us at nisth-events@ntu.edu.sg; Website: www.nisth.ntu.edu.sg